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About This Game

A keenly dark twist on the traditional murder mystery setting, The Deed is an Adventure/RPG game about getting away with
murder.

Arran Bruce, the rightful heir to Dunshiel House, returns to his family home after discovering that his abusive father has
decided to disinherit him from his Will in favour of his sadistic, deranged young sister. In a fit of anger and greed, Arran has
decided to remove his sister from the equation in order to restore his own inheritance. Can he manage to get away with such a

foul deed?

Meet the Family:
Explore Dunshiel House and encounter Arran's twisted, dysfunctional family and their servants. Take care, though -
everything that you say or do can have an impact on the outcome of The Deed!
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Choose the Weapon:
A rope, a candlestick or good old-fashioned rat poison? There are many household items that can be put to a dark and
nefarious use. Choose carefully from ten possible murder weapons, bearing in mind who might become a suspect as a
result of your selection.

Plant the Evidence:
Father, mother, maid, butler ... any of these individuals could take the blame for your heinous act, if you can find the
right evidence, plant it in the right location and manage to raise the suspicions of the Inspector.

Face the Inspector:
When the deed is done, it's time to face the music and be interviewed by the wily, perceptive Inspector. Can you dodge
his questions and avert his suspicions? Will you walk away a free man? Many possible endings await ...
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Title: The Deed
Genre: Adventure, RPG
Developer:
Pilgrim Adventures, GrabTheGames Studios
Publisher:
GrabTheGames, WhisperGames
Release Date: 23 Nov, 2015
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English,Simplified Chinese
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Why this is not part of the base game is beyond me.. I really love this game, which is something that is rare for me to say. I'm
going to explain what the best parts are about this game right now!

First of all, when you play the game the quality is set to the best one which games don't really do. If you click outside the
window in windowed mode then the game will actually pause which I think is a really nice feature to have. It loads quickly (even
quicker than modern console and PC games do) and has a nice main menu. The process of getting from the menu to the game is
really quick because you are already at the place the game starts at. The animals are easy to kill so you don't have to worry about
them that much. The graphics are perfect for the sort of game and the cartoon like physics just make it even better. The controls
can be hard to master at first but soon you will be a true lion going around and eating people. One of the most funniest moments
is when people sometimes glitch out and their model stretches everywhere which has now been fixed :(

The hunger makes you think about whether you should go somewhere isolated or not without upgrades. The game play is so
great and everyone should play it. Let me reword that: PLAY IT RIGHT NOW!!!!!

(Also why do people not like a review that is positive?)

As a note: I will not change this review just because a lot of people hate this game. I like it so there is no point to get me to
change anything.. Best Serious Sam Game on the series.. It's a great game. A very typical (and cute) match 3 game with a couple
of extras that are supposed to make it stand out from the rest. It gets boring real fast, though. Played it for 3.5h the day I bought
it, and probably not going back to it ever again.. Great Value for money DLC - Good job, guys! Proving that not all DLC's are
overpriced Garbage.

If you enjoy MM, get this DLC! It's well worth it!. Pretty addictive and challenging, your reflexes will really be put to the test as
you figure out how to chain rockets together for those massive combos.. I found this game to be super addicting. I received this
gift from my boyfriend. Despite the dark themes and disgusting characters, I have became super attached to all of it, we refuse
to kill our despair, "Athena2" and we always play it when we hang out. Please play it if you have the money and are interested,
its an experience worth while.. This Car Pack + Nuburgring Nordschleife is one of the greatest experiences in sim racing I've
ever had.

Amazing handling, and sounds, as always on raceroom are magnificent.

Super fun. For it's price, it's probably one of the best deals around.
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I got this..... let's call it a "game". When it released and i'm still waiting for them to finish it. Which is in all likely hood never
going to happen. So for anyone who had any sort of thought of buying this game. I say this. Don't waste your money, time, and
hope on this. Because like me you will never get them back.. great if you dont care for any damage to buildings, loss of innocent
people (making more revolutionaries), cost, energy, and space. I bought this for Hotaru. The first game was short, easy, boring,
cliched. This game is worse in nearly every regard. The only thing I'll give it a tiny bit of credit for is it's a slightly more
interesting premise, but only barely. It's also less balanced; you can get wiped in the first 20 minutes or so due to overly strong
enemies compared to your level, but then it's a cakewalk because the enemies hardly change until the last 10 minutes. Whatever,
just don't buy this thing. Even if you are a total perv, which I respect, 5 images of partially dressed women is not worth your
time.. I love this game! I played it all the way back on the PC when it was just the website game. I played it multiple times on
my phone and I played all the other versions that have been released! When I heard it was coming to Steam, I just had to get it!
It is still a fun and enjoyable game to this day! 10/10 will play again!. Couldn't get it to go full screen. I have to squint and stick
my face t o the screen to find things.. Literally one of the worst games I have ever played with one redeeming value: It is
mercifully short. If it did not crash or softlock so often, probably less than 1,5 hours, maybe even 1 hour.

Everything I could say has been said: Terrible controls, laughable animations with dated graphics, a camera that is actively
fighting the player.

The first game was not that bad, even if it gave me a bluescreen and was dead after I saved my computer, I was only 15 minutes
from finishing that. This one on the other hand is an insult to players. Trust the reviews, do not waste your time.. THE
VIDEOKID is a remake of one of the great classics in the history of gaming, Paperboy, originally from 1985 but made on
several platforms over the years. THE VIDEOKID is a runner where you play a kid riding his skateboard delivering video tapes
for marked Letter boxes While trying to avoid all sorts of dangerous enemies that mostly are 80ies culture icons like
movies\/cartoons characters etc. The handling is as simple as it gets as the controls are left and right and up for jumping while a
fourth key is for throwing the video tapes. The game can be played on either keyboard or controller. When colliding with
enemies the first time the game ends. The game has 3 different trick updates which in my opinion is a bit limited but still ok as
you doesnt have much influence on them anyways. Besides of that different skins can be bought by earning ingame coins.

I think all fans of runners or the original paperboy will be satisfied aquiring this great little game that in my opinion actually is
way better than the original and its sequel. The vast ammount of culture references is really staggering and has had me trying to
remember what movies and shows they might have appeared in originally.

I bought this game at full price and is really happy that i did so as its a simple but addictive game of nostalgia.

Below is posted different characters ive spotted ingame but be aware if you are a film buff you might want to skip that part as i
had a blast myself trying to figure them out.

 various characters\/things from same shows\/movies turning up on different ocasions down the road (who framed roger rabbit,
peanuts, dr who, He-Man, baywatch, karate kid, back to the future, teenage mutant ninja turtles,the blues brothers, 48 hours) -
characters showing once, Inspector gadget, care bears, a-team, big bird, duck tales, star trek, scarface, taxi driver, National
Lampoon's Vacation, michael jacksons thriller, terminator, paddington bear, dukes of hazard, beverly hills cop, ghost busters,
space invaders\/Pac-Man, rocky, herbie, dancing prunes, Short Circuit, lethal weapon, super man, Fraggle Rock, Alvin and the
Chipmunks, smurfs, postman pat, scoobie-doo, Peabody and Sherman, Indiana jones, transformers, Ruff Mitchell from Dennis
the Menace cartoons, flintstones house, Chucky from Child's Play, gremlins, simpsons, Elliot riding bike with E.T, John
McClane from Die Hard, Jason Voorhees, Batman car, pee-wee Herman, Freddy kruger, Beetlejuice, Ash Williams from evil
dead, platoon, aliens 2 armored car, poltergeist house, The Fall Guys truck, Snake Plissken\/Escape from New York, Bill &
Ted's Excellent Adventure, Ferris Bueller's Day Off characters in red car, alien rammed down by previously mentioned armored
car, nightrider, Giant Stay Puft Marshmallow Man from ghost busters

and even then im sure i missed a bunch

v0.8.5 - Dungeon Map, Improved Pathfinding, Balance changes:
∙ Blacksmith now only shows uncrafted equipment on his list of items to craft.
∙ Decreased goblin archer defense to 30%.
∙ Fixed a bug with transferring potions that would give you gold.
∙ Fixed a crash in multiplayer that would happen when 2 people were not friends with each other.
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∙ Fixed a bug with the dot path showing extra dots in wrong places when entering a secret door.
∙ All attacks now have to be made from an empty square, the only time where a hero will attack from the same square as another
hero is if there are no empty squares.
∙ Improved path finding for ranged hero attacks.
∙ Fixed a visual issue with path helpers staying visible when ending your turn manually.
∙ Made some changes in the quest map.
∙ Added an effect for stab in the dark.
∙ Reduced difficulty of the second map 'The Passage' and 'Introduction'.
∙ Increased the gold drop on the first quest.
∙ Added dungeon map, you can now see which room you are in the dungeon and what rooms you have not explored.
∙ Increased crafting cost for most items.
. v0.8.1 - New Dungeon Tileset, Disappearing Icons bug fix, Walk Speed animation option:
- Added a new enviroment, the dungeons.
- Updated tooltip text of dark fate.
- Fixed a bug with dwarf cutscene not showing the victory screen after the cutscene.
- Fixed an issue with tactics being treated as an active skill.
- Fear of Steel with tactics now tests the enemy's courage before they become afraid.
- Added a counter trigger in the editor.
- You can now set the walk speed animation in the options, there is also an option for almost instant movement.
- Fixed an issue with desapearing icons for dead heroes and magic pot in the magician shop. This affected all grayscale images.
- Orc Warrior Master now has 50% defence and 5 life.. Update - 0.7.0(A):
 Version 0.7.0(A)
- Fixed an issue with music not playing.
- Fixed some typos.. Editor Tutorials by knolle:
Community Spotlight
Our very own knolle has created a series of tutorials on how to better use the editor.

http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=1257576234
. Update - 0.6.7:
Version 0.6.7
- Made some improvements in the editor for prefab spawning.
- Improved tutorials in village.
- Fixed an issue with the gravedigger becoming available earlier than expected.
- Fixed an issue with equiped artifacts still being visible in the shop.
- Added some mouse over highlights on the village conversation buttons.
- Made some changes in the bonus room.
- Certain maps like bonus room can only be played once.
- Improved some black walls that previously left some gaps on the screen.
- Fixed some wall issues behind the red gates on various levels.
- Readjusted blob shadow of orcs.
- Improved visual feedback when testing courage, perception, sanity
- Fixed an issue with a music track not streaming properly and causing a hickup at loading.
- Fixed a problem with music changing track when you would alt-tab.
- Decreased dwarf block chance by 1.
- Added more sounds.
- Fixed some issue with potions and artifacts graying out after using a power.
- Reduced resoultion and memory size of inferno spell effect
- Fixed some issues in the dwarf scene.
- You can now right click at any time on a character to see their stats.. Follow us on Twitter!:
Dark Quest 2 has now an official twitter
https://twitter.com/darkquestgame

Follow us to get latest updates!
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